ICOM HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS

ICOM IC-A24 NAV/COM
Simple one-handed operation is the most essential feature of the IC-A24. The large display shows both letters and numbers and is easy to see, making for fast frequency recognition. The display is backlit, and so is the keypad. The light stays on until you turn it off - a very handy feature for flying at night. "Flip-Flop" Recall Feature - The IC-A24 stores the last 10 channels used. You can easily recall those channels by pushing the "flip-flop" recall buttons on the front panel. It is convenient for switching between several channels, such as Nav and Com channels. VOR Navigation - The IC-A24 has VOR navigation functions. The DVOR mode shows the radial to or from a VOR station and the CDI mode shows the course deviation to/from a VOR station. You can also input your intended radial to/from the VOR station and show the course deviation on the display.

ICOM IC-A6 COM
Simple one-handed operation is the most essential feature of the IC-A6. The large display shows both letters and numbers and is easy to see, making for fast frequency recognition. The display is backlit, and so is the keypad. The light stays on until you turn it off. The IC-A6 stores the last 10 channels used. You can easily recall those channels by pushing the "flip-flop" recall buttons on the front panel. External DC Power Jack - An external DC power jack allows for operation with the wall charger or the cigarette lighter cable. When the battery pack is installed, simultaneous charging during operation is also possible. Weather Resistant Construction - The water resistant construction provides reliable operation in wet conditions. Features: - 260 memory channels (10 banks of 20 channels) allows you to load in up to 10 separate flight plans. 6 character alphanumeric for channel names. - Dedicated 121.5 "emergency" key. - All NOAA weather channels preprogrammed.

ICOM A25C VHF AIR BAND COM RADIO
The A25C is a powerful air band handheld with 6 watts of power and an IP57 waterproof rating; weather cannot stop these radios. The handheld includes a large 2350mAh Li-ion battery, providing a long operating time. The easy-to-use interface and large 2.3-inch LCD display combine to provide stress-free programming and in-flight operation. This handheld features built-in Bluetooth®, GPS and VOR navigation.

ACCESSORIES FOR IC-24, A6, A14/S

ICOM HM-234 SPEAKER MICROPHONE
HM-234 speaker microphone for the A14, A6 and A24. This is the replacement microphone for the HM-233. L-Style Connector. 
P/N 11-15225...

ICOM A14 HANDHELD COM
700mW loud audio - The IC-A14/S series employs a BTL amplifier that doubles the audio output, offering loud and clear audio that'll cut through cabin or tarmac noise. ("internal speaker only") Full keypad type or Simple keypad type - The IC-A14 full keypad type allows you to input the channel or frequency directly and has an exclusive button for the 121.5MHz emergency channel. The IC-A14 receives NAV and WX channels. The IC-A14S simple keypad type provides simpler operation with a minimum of buttons that is suitable for ground crews. Compact, light weight and rugged body - (only 120, mm tall) (approx. 350g including antenna and BP-232W). Water resistant construction. Large capacity Lithium-Ion battery pack - Provides stable output power and 18 hours long (approx.) operating time*. The BP-261, battery case takes 6 AA (LR6) alkaline cells for convenient battery backup. * Typical operation, Tx/Rx: Stand-by=5-5.50, 200 channels with memory banks.

CBE-210 BN BATTERY ELIMINATOR
The CBE-210 is a DC battery eliminator for ICOM handheld radios such as the IC-V8, IC-V82, IC-23GT, FGT-7, F201GM. One end plugs into a 12-13.8VD light socket. The coiled cord links the lighter plug to the battery housing, which clips onto the back of the radio. The CBE-210 includes Voltage & Current-limiting, noise filtering, and is easy to build into the housing.

Model | Description | Part No. | Price |
--- | --- | --- | --- |
CP-86L | Cigarette Lighter adapter, DC-DC Converter. Will charge from 12-24 volts | 11-06040 | $48.95 |
OFC-47B | Programming Cable | 11-16560 | $44.95 |
BP-210N | IC battery | 11-03860 | $49.95 |
LC-159 | Protective Case for A24 or A6 | 11-00301 | $59.95 |
OFC-656 | OPC-656 DC Power Cable. For use with the BC-121N with a DC power supply. (12-20 V DC required). Not an aircraft power cable for radios. | 11-00302 | $7.95 |
BC-167A | 80/40 Watt Charger 1/7V | 11-02311 | $33.95 |
MB-113 | Swivel Belt Clip for IC-A24 & IC-A6 | 11-00402 | $9.95 |
PTT-5W | Headset PTT Switch for IC-A6, IC-A3, IC-A4, IC-A22, IC-A24 | 11-16522 | $19.95 |
BC-147SA | AC Adapter for IC-A24 | 11-00311 | $29.95 |
A6/24 | Headset noise modification Ferrite Core | 11-04344 | $6.35 |
BC-26S | Headset Adapter for A24/24S | 11-06850 | $49.95 |
BC-147SE11 | 110V AC Adapter, Charger | 11-15771 | $12.80 |
BC121N | 110V Power Supply For BC121N And BC179 | 11-10571 | $98.75 |
BC-199N | Desk Top Charger for IC-A14, A16, A24. This is the replacement microphone for the HM-233. L-Style Connector. | 11-15071 | $61.50 |
EM-234 | External Speaker | 11-06225 | $47.50 |
OFC-871A | OPC-871A Headset Adapter - For connecting a standard 3.5mm (1/8") stereo mini plug to (IC-A24/24S) | 11-06344 | $12.50 |
BC199S-11 | Rapid charger with AD10 installed for 700/901/9051 radios; 100-240V with US plug | 11-15151 | $75.00 |
BP28 | 17-28V 2500mAh Nickel Cadmium A25 Series handhelds | 11-15451 | $108.75 |
HM-231 | Waterproof Speaker Microphone for A25 | 11-15471 | $78.75 |
BC23A-SA | AC Adaptor For Rapid Charger Uplug | 11-15461 | $78.75 |
BC-254 | Rapid Charger W/ BC135SA | 11-15461 | $49.95 |
MB9MN | Swivel Belt Harness W/Standard Belt Clip | 11-15461 | $27.75 |
MB9F | Leather Belt Harness W/Standard Belt Clip | 11-15461 | $12.50 |
MC4 | Headset adapter | 11-15461 | $12.50 |
CSA5 | A25 Programming Software | 11-15471 | $49.95 |
OFC-27UC | PC To Handheld Programming Cables W/ USB | 11-15471 | $49.95 |
BC123A | AC Adapter For Rapid Charger | 11-16071 | $17.95 |
CBE-232 | Battery Eliminator for IC A14F/F4 | 11-06251 | $23.95 |

Model | Description | Part No. | Price |
--- | --- | --- | --- |
Antenna A4 A5 A6 A23 A24 | FAM602AR | 11-05003 | $29.95 |
Headset Adapter | PAC05C99 | 11-18537 | $36.50 |
Nicad battery case (6 - AA Batl. Req.) | BP251 | 11-06215 | $52.50 |
Desktop rapid Charger for BP230, BP231, BP232 | BP160 | 11-07339 | $53.75 |
AC aspri. 110V - Used with the BP-160, it charges the BP-231N in approx. 3 hours | BC-145SA | 11-06671 | $19.95 |
AC aspri. 230V - Used with the BP-160, it charges the BP-234 in approx. 3 hours | BC-145SE | 11-06671 | $20.75 |
Belt Clip - Alligator type | MB9S | 11-06241 | $9.75 |
Belt Clip - Alligator type | MB9S | 11-06241 | $9.75 |
BC-121N | AC Adapter for BC121N | 11-06215 | $21.95 |
Desktop rapid Charger for BC179 (12-24V) | BC190 | 11-06215 | $21.95 |
}